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                            CONNECT WITH TECHNOLOGY THAT UNITES

                            Optoma’s N-Series Professional Displays are designed to fit the needs of business professionals seamlessly
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                            CREATE. CONNECT. INSPIRE.

                            Designed for teachers - Optoma’s Creative Touch 3-Series Interactive Flat Panel Displays
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                            ISE 2024 'Best of Show' awards

                            Optoma won three 'Best of Show' Awards at ISE 2024


                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        

                        
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Energy-saving home entertainment

                            Experience the GT2000HDR laser home projector for portability and energy efficiency
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                            Ultra-portable, power saving & eco-friendly

                            Introducing the ML1080 and ML1080ST ultra portable RGB triple laser projectors. Weighing just  2.2lbs, they feature automatic geometric, focus, and four-corner correction for instant place-and-play
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                            Award-winning Lineup

                            Discover the latest additions to Optoma’s award-winning professional installation lineup - the ZU820TST and ZU725TST DuraCore laser projectors. Bringing high brightness, dependability, and cutting-edge technology to the market.
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                            No.1 4K UHD Brand Worldwide*

                            *Data source: PMA Research: Worldwide Projector Census Y2022



                                
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        

                        
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            No.1 DLP Brand in United States*

                            *Data source: PMA Research: Worldwide Projector Census Y2022



                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        

                        
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Impressive immersive installations

                            See the latest additions to our award-winning professional installation lineup - the ZU820T and ZU725T DuraCore laser projectors. Ideal for a variety of environments including immersive installations
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                            MONITOR. DIAGNOSE. CONTROL.

                            One remote platform controls all your audio visual displays with Optoma Management Suite (OMS)™
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Digital transformation in classrooms with Optoma's Interactive Flat Panels
The Gymnasium Schönefeld school has digitized its lessons with the new Optoma Creative Touch 5-Series 86-inch premium interactive flat panel displays (IFPD).



Book a FREE virtual demo today
See our interactive flat panel displays in action.



THE OPTOMA GREEN PROMISE
Designing innovative products with sustainability in mind, Optoma initiated its Green Promise, to consider every stage of a product’s lifecycle from design, manufacturing, packaging, logistics, and usage. 



                

        

    





    









    
        
            
                
                    
                        Our use of cookies
We use necessary cookies to make our website work. We’d also like to use analytics and functional cookies which help us make improvements to the website by measuring how you use it, and to enable our website to offer you additional functionality.
More information on how we use cookies can be found in our  cookie policy.
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                    Cookie preferences
                

            
            
                
                    Cookies are small text files which are stored in your web browser.
                

                
                    Optoma uses the following types of cookie:
                

                Necessary cookies

                
                    These are cookies that are required for the website to work. You can disable these using your browser settings, but the website may not function correctly.
                

                Analytics cookies

                These cookies help us improve our website by collecting and reporting information on how you use it. They do this in a way that does not directly identify you. If you disable these, we will not be able to see how you use our website.

                Functionality cookies

                These cookies help us enable extra functionality via our chosen partners, for example to enable the use of third party content and video providers on our website. If you disable these, some interactive functionality on the website will no longer work.

                More information on how we use cookies can be found in our  cookie policy.
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                Sign up for our latest news, special offers and promotions.
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